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Shoot-Boy, Driver-Man 
 

“A lot must have changed in thirty-nine years,” was the typical response I received when 
I mentioned that my wife and I had just come back from a return trip to New Britain (the 
island off the coast of New Guinea, not the city in Connecticut). Gail and I had lived in 
New Britain for a year and a half, back when man first stepped on the moon, but we had 
not gone back in the nearly four decades since then. I guess, for most people who were 
young adults in 1969 and 1970, a lot does seem to have changed in the world around us, 
so it shouldn’t surprise me that people anticipate being told that everything in New 
Britain must have changed dramatically.  Actually, the changes seemed a lot fewer – and 
a lot more superficial – than you might expect. 
 
Back in 1969 I was a graduate student in social anthropology, setting off on what, then, 
was the standard rite of passage for people in my position: A year and a half of field work 
in some far away place among “primitive” people.  And, in the normal course of events, 
that would have been followed by a few years of turning a mass of field notes into a PhD 
thesis.  As it so happened, I deviated from this path on the very day Gail and I left the 
bush and headed home: I decided that anthropology and I were a toxic mix – that’s a 
different story – and I never returned to graduate school. 
 
Despite the disappointment of a failed effort at anthropological fieldwork among the 
Baining – the tribe in the mountains of East New Britain with whom we lived – as time 
passed, our memories of New Britain and the Baining grew fonder, in accord, I suppose, 
with the familiar proverb.  When the opportunity arose to travel to the Pacific to attend a 
conference in New Zealand, we decided that we had to take advantage of this and 
combine it with a trip back to New Britain to visit the Baining. 
 
Arranging a trip from Boston to New Britain (and back) is quite a test in travel planning 
skills.  But, to my surprise, all the little pieces (flights, hotels, rental cars) fell into place, 
and with only one slight scare over a nearly missed plane connection, we found ourselves 
back in Rabaul, the one city in New Britain.  Actually, we found ourselves in Kokopo, 
about 15 miles east of Rabaul, since Rabaul, itself, had been buried under six feet of ash 
when Tavurvur and Vulcan, two of the volcanoes that ring the town, erupted in 1994.  
Kokopo is an unfocused line of settlements and dingy businesses strung out along the 
coastal road, with none of the charm and beauty that Rabaul had. But it is where the 
commercial center moved after the eruption, and, from a distance, it’s easiest just to think 
of this as Rabaul, as in, “You can fly from Port Moresby to Rabaul,” since the airlines 
still refer to the local airport (officially named Tokua) as “Rabaul,” even though the 
original Rabaul airport was destroyed in ’94 and the new airport, nearly 20 miles away, 
shares Kokopo’s ugly functionality and none of Rabaul’s charm.  But though Rabaul, as a 
town, has largely been destroyed, its volcanoes continue to exert their influence: A 
continuous cloud of ash billows from Tavurvur and drifts, when the wind blows from the 
west, out over Blanche Bay, raining down as fine grit on Kokopo and Tokua, causing 
people to cover their heads and mouths, and often forcing the airport to close for days on 
end. 
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The hardest part of the trip planning process was trying to figure out how we would get 
from Kokopo to the two Baining villages where we had lived.  The eastern end of New 
Britain is a relatively square-shaped piece of mountainous terrain, named the Gazelle 
Peninsula.  Actually the peninsula looks a bit like a car air freshener, in that it has a hook 
at the top.  (It wouldn’t serve very well as a car air freshener, though, being both too big – 
about 50 miles on a side – and decidedly not fresh, thanks to the near continuous rain of 
volcanic ash.)  That northern hook of land cradles Blanche Bay, a volcanic caldera 
(actually a set of overlapping calderas), that is perhaps the best natural deep-water harbor 
in the South Pacific.  The caldera is testament to some massive volcanic eruptions that 
occurred several millennia ago. Today that sweeping hook of land is dotted with smaller, 
more recent – and recently active – volcanoes.  For some perverse reason the highest 
concentration of people in New Britain, including the colonial city of Rabaul, is set right 
in the heart of that volcanic complex.  The Baining, in perhaps their only lucky historical 
turn of events, were pushed back from the coast, and consequently further from the 
volcanoes, when the Tolai people arrived about 200 years ago.  
 

 
 
Ever since they arrived from the near-by islands, the Tolai – an Austronesian-speaking 
group, like most of the other peoples that live in the coastal areas of New Guinea and 
Melanesia – have prospered, having adapted quickly, and well, to the subsequent colonial 
regimes and the introduction of western commerce.  The Baining – a non-Austronesian 
population, whose language is not known to be related to any other language – did not 
adapt well to the arrival of the Tolai, nor have they integrated particularly quickly into the 
commercial economy introduced by the Germans and Australians. 
 
Most of the Gazelle Peninsula, other than the relatively densely populated area around 
Blanche Bay (home to about 60,000 Tolai), is land occupied by the Baining, but it is very 
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sparsely settled, with long distances of unpopulated jungle between villages: There are 
fewer than 10,000 Baining living in an area roughly the size of the state of Delaware.  In 
1969 there were no roads extending from Rabaul to the northwest Baining villages where 
we were living.  Back then we had hitched rides with small freight boats that serviced the 
coconut plantations that were strung out along the coast.  These boats brought supplies 
from town to the plantations and returned with copra, dried coconut, that might end up 
some day as macaroons in your cookie jar.  Once every week or two a boat would go 
from Rabaul to any given plantation, so we would catch a ride with a boat going to the 
plantation located closest to our destination village.  From there we would hike up (or, if 
lucky, get a tractor ride from the plantation owner to as far uphill as the plantation’s 
tractor trails went, and then hike on from there). 
 
We suspected that by 2008 roads would have been built allowing us to drive to Puktas, 
the nearer of the two villages we wanted to visit.  (The other village, Wilaimbemki, was 
on the opposite side of the rugged Baining mountains from Kokopo, and we very much 
doubted that anybody would even dream of building a road over this terrain.) As the crow 
flies, it is about 35 miles from Kokopo to Puktas.  Located only about three miles inland, 
it seemed reasonable that somebody (plantation owners, loggers, the government) would 
have built roads another 10 or so miles past where the road network had ended in 1969. 
 
In any case, the Kokopo Village Resort (the last word of its name is either hyperbolic or 
facetious), where we were staying, had a small number of 4-wheel drive Toyota pickup 
trucks for hire, so we figured that we had ourselves the machinery we would need to 
navigate the rough roads into the bush, assuming that the roads actually existed.  The day 
after we arrived in Kokopo, we visited the offices of the Local Level Government, hoping 
to find the definitive answer to the is-there-a-road-to-Puktas question.  The LLG, as it is 
referred to, has its offices in an area called Vunadidir, about a 40-minute drive up into the 
hills behind Kokopo.  Never mind getting to Puktas, we were thankful we had a 4-wheel 
drive truck for getting to Vunadidir.  The road, in places, was in desperate condition, 
deeply rutted and broken, requiring careful swerving at 3 mph in lowest gear to avoid 
getting tossed right off the mountain. 
 
At Vunadidir we were in luck, as we found both the governor and the deputy governor in 
their offices that day, and they confirmed that a road now extended to Puktas.  The 
deputy governor, it turned out, had an in-law who was a Baining, and he generously 
offered to have this relative, Ignace, accompany us and show us the route.  Even in 
Kokopo road signs are non-existent.  Pretty much everybody who drives there also lives 
there and knows the roads, so who needs signs?  So having Ignace accompany us to 
Puktas seemed like a wonderful idea.  Three hours was the estimate for how long it 
would take to get there.  So with an early start we figured we could make a day trip of it. 
We made a date to rendezvous with Ignace at Vunadidir the next morning. 
 
At 9am on Wednesday we picked up Ignace and headed west. The first 10 miles or so 
were amazingly easy. The road was mostly paved, with none of the hair-raising damage 
found on the Kokopo-to-Vunadidir stretch.  But I knew that couldn’t last.  The road 
gradually deteriorated, going from paved to dirt, from dirt to rutted dirt, from rutted dirt 
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to rocks and mud, and from there to water.  The Gazelle Peninsula is mostly mountainous 
rainforest with rivers descending on all sides.  Though we had driven across some bridges 
that spanned the first few rivers, eventually the road builders must have decided that 
bridges were an unnecessary luxury.  The road, which ran parallel to the coast, not too far 
inland, just entered each river on one side, and emerged on the other.  I’ve seen my share 
of TV ads for 4-wheel drive vehicles racing with great élan into roaring rivers and 
speeding out the other side.  But I always assumed that these were metaphoric 
representations of the car’s abilities, not something any sane person would attempt to do.  
(And there is always that small print at the bottom of the screen about not trying to do 
this stupid stunt yourself.) 
 

 
Ignace and our truck 

 
Ignace seemed unfazed by the river and pointed his finger forwards, indicating I should 
just go straight ahead.  So I did, and, much to my surprise, the truck drove very nicely 
into and out of the river.  So on we went, and the road got rougher and the rivers got 
wider and deeper, though the turbid rushing water prevented me from knowing how deep 
it was going to get when I got to mid-stream.  It was about 11:30 when we came to a 
really quite big river, maybe 100 feet across.  This was the Vunapukpuk (Crocodile 
River). Ignace chose this moment to say (in Pidgin English), “You know it’s rainy 
season, and by late afternoon the rains in the mountains will have run down to here and 
the rivers will have risen a lot.”  I thought Ignace knew that our plan was to drive to 
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Puktas, spend the early afternoon visiting, and then drive back to Kokopo.  The river we 
had now pulled up to looked barely crossable.  What chance did we have of being able to 
cross it at 4pm on the way back?  I suppose the worst that could happen is that we would 
be trapped on the far side of the river and have to wait until morning to return to town.  
Though we hadn’t bothered to bring, food, water, camping gear, or anything else that 
might be useful if forced to overnight in the bush, this didn’t seem like the end of the 
world. And, who knows, the weather varies quite a bit in the rainy season, and maybe 
today would be dry in the mountains and the rivers wouldn’t rise much in the afternoon.  
In any case, having gotten this close, we weren’t about to turn around and give up. 
 
So into the water we went once more, and, much to my relief, out we came on the other 
side.  I began to think that I was driving a duck boat, and no amount of water could 
impede our progress.  By this time I knew that we must have been getting close.  Ignace 
named each of the plantations as we drove through.   Back in 1969 these coconut 
plantations had expatriate owners, mostly Australian.  Today, now that Papua New 
Guinea has gained its independence, they have almost all been abandoned by their expat 
owners.  The land is now owned by local villagers, who have interplanted cocoa trees 
among the coconuts and have converted, to varying degrees, to a cash economy based on 
their coconut and cocoa plantings.  I remembered the plantation names from our earlier 
time here, and when we got to what Ignace identified as Massawa plantation, I knew we 
were close.  Because this coastal area had long since been developed as coconut 
plantations, there were many side tracks that met the road we were on. These had been 
tractor trails, used by the plantation owners to haul coconuts down to the processing area.  
Sometimes these side tracks didn’t look much different from what we were driving on, 
and when the tracks forked off at a gentle angle, it could be difficult to know which road 
to take. 
 
I trusted Ignace to know the route.  After all, he was a Baining, though not from Puktas 
village, and the Baining, as far as I had observed, never got lost.  It didn’t occur to me 
that he wouldn’t know the road to Puktas.  But at one fork Ignace paused, looked right, 
looked left, and then silently pointed off to the left.  In short order the road took on a 
steep grade, in addition to its other challenges.  Up we bounced, then further up and up.  I 
kept my eyes on the road; I’m not sure what Ignace was looking at.  At a few spots the 
road was barely passable, and I seriously doubted that anybody had been this way in a 
long, long time.  But if I began to doubt that this was the road to Puktas, I kept my mouth 
shut.  After about half an hour the question of whether this was the right road was 
definitively answered: A massive downed tree, roots and all, lay across the road, and no 
sign of a further stretch of road could be seen on the other side of the obstacle. 
 
As it happened, we were on a stretch of track that was pretty level, though cut into the 
side of a very steep mountainside.  The view was quite stunning, with a panoramic spread 
of jungle below and the Bismarck Sea in the distance.  We were clearly at a much higher 
elevation than Puktas. I remembered the views from the village, and they weren’t from 
nearly so high above the ocean.  In fact, as I looked down, I saw smoke rising from a 
point that lay on a direct line between us and the coast, but at an elevation that was 
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perhaps 500 feet lower than where we stood.  I figured that that smoke had to be coming 
from one of the Puktas hamlets. 
 
Our only option was to get the truck turned round, try to get back down the mountain, 
and make another try at finding the right road.  And the only hope of getting the truck 
turned around was to back down the narrow track until we could find a spot with enough 
level ground at the roadside to allow a series of short back and forth turns to get us 
pointed in the other direction.  Gail figured that falling off the mountain wasn’t how she 
wanted to die, so she got out and walked down the road ahead of me.  She figured that if I 
did manage to get turned around, I would probably be willing to have her hop back in. 
I’m not quite sure what she figured she would do if I did fall off the mountain.  Calling 
911 wasn’t an option. Ignace, too, decided to walk, rather than ride, until the truck was 
pointed in the right direction.  I don’t remember the details of the backwards descent to 
the spot where turning the truck became possible, but I do remember scenes from The 
Wages of Fear flashing through my mind. 
 

 
The end of the road 

 
Though we had gotten lost, this certainly needn’t have happened. Asking for directions 
would have been very easy. While we were on those parts of the road nearer the coast, 
people would frequently be seen walking along, perhaps going from their home to their 
gardens, or on their way to visit somebody nearby.  You never went for more than five 
minutes without seeing somebody, and these people, since they lived nearby, certainly 
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would have known which turn-off to take to get up to Puktas.  All you had to do was ask. 
But Ignace proved to fit the stereotype of the geographically challenged male: Though he 
clearly didn’t know the right road, he was damned if he was going to ask anybody for 
directions. 
 

 
View towards Vunamarita – smoke from Puktas in foreground 

 
I decided to assert myself, declaring that I was going to ask directions of the first person 
we met.  When we had finally made our way down from the mountainside to the flatter 
plantation area near the coast, we saw a man walking on the road in front of us.  I stopped 
and asked whether this road went to Vunamarita.  Vunamarita is the name of the spot on 
the beach directly down the mountain from Puktas. Back in 1969 we had gotten off the 
boat at Vunamarita and from there roads and trails went right up to Puktas, which lies 
about 3 miles inland.  I felt sure that if we got to Vunamarita then we could find people 
who would direct us up to the village. Indeed, we were on the right road and headed in 
the right direction; just go straight ahead, we were told, and we would come to 
Vunamarita. 
 
Sure enough, we arrived at Vunamarita within another 15 minutes.  In 1969 there had 
been a Catholic mission station here, run by a half-crazed German missionary who hadn’t 
been out of New Britain since before World War II.  Perhaps this mission had been a big 
success, because now there was a large Catholic seminary and school at Vunamarita, and 
when we arrived a pack of teen-age students ran out to see what our truck was all about.  
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When we explained that we wanted to get to Puktas, three boys piped up and said they 
would show us the road there – they were from Puktas.  They hopped into the flat bed in 
back, we turned around, and headed back down the road we had just driven in on.  For a 
while I thought we were just going to be directed to that nightmarish dead-end road up 
the mountain.  But after a bit the boys shouted from the back and pointed to the right, 
where a smaller path broke off the main road.  It was easy to miss, so I wasn’t surprised 
that Ignace had missed it the first time.  In fact, within a few minutes this path seemed to 
disappear into a wall of tall grass.  The boys said it hadn’t been cleared for a while (and 
obviously hadn’t been driven on for a while either), but I should just drive through the 
grass and mow it down.  It was pretty easy to see where the path had been, since there 
was jungle with heavy stands of trees on either side; just drive where there aren’t any 
trees!  This grass road began to ascend, and after about half an hour of pretty nasty 
driving the road opened into a clearing and ended.  We were there! 
 
Actually, we weren’t quite there.  We were at a spot named St. Paul’s, which was about a 
10-minute walk from the nearest of the Puktas hamlets.  St. Paul’s is pretty well known in 
these parts, since it is the site where ten German missionaries and sisters were massacred 
in 1904. German missionaries have been in the coastal area of New Britain for a long 
time.  Germany annexed this area (including parts of eastern New Guinea, New Britain, 
New Ireland and some nearby islands) in 1884, and missionaries probably began to arrive 
not long after.  German Catholics from the Society of the Missionaries of the Sacred 
Heart, as early as 1898, took particular aim at those Baining who lived near the coast. 
Somehow or other they must have rubbed somebody the wrong way, because on August 
13th, 1904, the entire mission station was wiped out.  On our recent trip, we learned from 
the governor of the Local Level Government, himself a Baining, that the Baining had just 
recently made a formal apology to the Catholic Church for having turned the missionaries 
into martyrs over 100 years ago.  (Personally, I think that there might be some good 
reasons for the Church to make some formal apologies too, for instance for having spent 
120 years forcing alien beliefs and practices down the throats of a people who hadn’t 
asked to be proselytized. But that’s just my opinion.) 
 
We parked the truck next to the crosses marking the graves of the martyrs, with the St. 
Paul’s church a few hundred feet further on.  To my left was the path that led to the 
nearest of the Puktas hamlets.  I remembered this path.  When we lived here in 1969, 
most Sundays would begin with a walk down this path to the church at St. Paul’s.  Eighty 
years of mission contact had succeeded in at least making the Puktas residents reliable 
Sunday churchgoers.  A Tolai catechist would lead the Baining in semi-Baining hymns 
(composed and transliterated by the German missionaries who had been hacked to death 
65 years earlier), followed by the catechist delivering a short Pidgin English sermon. 
What the Baining made of this, I don’t really know, but they looked apathetic and 
emotionless throughout the church service.  I know that I was bored silly sitting in the 
back of the church each Sunday, and was very glad when the doors opened and the 
congregation spilled out. I think the villagers were also happy to get out, as they quickly 
pulled betel nut and tobacco out of their baskets, began to chew and smoke, and, 
squatting under the trees near the church, became more sociable and chattier than at any 
other time during the week. 
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Walking back up the path in 2008, following our teen-age Puktas guides, the path seemed 
a bit steeper and narrower than I remembered it.  Within a few minutes my heartbeat was 
picking up and sweat was forming on my brow and running down into my eyes.  But the 
walk was short, and soon we entered an almost empty hamlet, with a single house 
(thatched roof, derelict sheets of corrugated iron for walls) and a cooking shelter. In the 
shelter sat a woman with her baby, but no one else was to be seen.  We proceeded on to 
another hamlet, a few hundred yards away, and there we found a small group of men and 
women, with a few children and babies, sitting on the ground outside their hut, chewing 
betel.  Though these people were all too young to have been alive when we lived here, 
they all quickly understood who we were, and we spent an hour or so having a typical 
Baining visit, which consists of small bits of conversation and large bits of silence.  
(Unlike most Westerners, the Baining are not made uncomfortable by silence in a social 
setting.  A social visit might last an hour or two, and include the exchange and chewing 
of betel nut, smoking some locally grown tobacco, a few words here and there, and 
maybe even a nap.)  This visit was a little unusual in that we had brought along an album 
of photographs, mostly portraits, from our prior time in Puktas. As we flipped each page, 
they recognized the face in each picture, saying the person’s name and adding “ha ga 
nyip” [he’s dead] as a matter-of-fact commentary on each photo. 
 

 
First hamlet in Puktas 
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The visit to Puktas was bound to be brief. We were making a day trip of it, and had 
already chewed up more time that we expected, having gotten lost on the way.  The rising 
waters of the Vunapukpuk were rising in the back of my mind, and the idea of driving 
back after dark was really unappealing. We needed to leave soon.  Since the Baining 
don’t go in for long conversations, our leaving didn’t feel abrupt. We got up, shook 
hands, said good-bye, and headed back down to the martyrs’ cemetery to begin the long 
drive back. At the cemetery we found a half dozen women keeping the area clean and 
tidy.  (I think the mission had successfully laid a guilt trip on the people in Puktas: If you 
are going to massacre us, at least show the courtesy of keeping our gravesites weeded.) 
We hadn’t met these women on the way in, so we stopped to identify ourselves and to 
show them the photos of their forebears.  They smiled as I turned the pages, with 
exclamations for each face that they recognized. “Oh, that’s Duraik; he’s dead.  In fact, 
he’s buried right over there!” 
 

 
Second hamlet in Puktas 

 
When we said that we were headed back to town, a bunch of the people standing around 
said they wanted to hop into the back of the truck to hitch a ride down to the coast. Even 
the Baining, who will walk huge distances with nary a complaint, would much prefer a 
bumpy 15-minute ride, jammed with a dozen other people, in the bed of a pickup truck, 
to an hour’s walk.  “I orait” [that’s fine] I said, and the people crowded into the rear seat 
and into the flatbed in back.  I tried to be extra careful driving down the wretched road. 
(Fortunately, a few hours earlier, I had discovered the short gear stick next to the main 
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gear shift. This extra shifter lets you switch between 2-wheel drive, standard 4-wheel 
drive, and super-low 4-wheel drive. I had never driven a truck before, or any vehicle that 
had more than one gear shift.  It was in desperation at some rutted-road-from-hell 
moment that I must have looked wildly around for a way to get the truck under better 
control and noticed this short knobbed stick next to the gear shift.  What a godsend that 
4WD-Lo was!)  In any case, heading down to the coast I didn’t want to suddenly lurch 
into some trough and throw a passenger off the back, though judging by the laughing and 
shouting coming from the crowd in back, it would probably have been a great source of 
amusement had somebody been catapulted off the truck by a sudden pitch into one of the 
craters that dotted the road. 
 
We got back down to the coast with no loss of life or limb, and I turned east heading back 
towards Kokopo. Every few minutes there would be a shout from the back and I would 
stop to let somebody jump off.  I felt like a school bus driver, stopping at every corner to 
let off a few more of my charges, giving a smile and a wave to each person as they 
disembarked.  A sense of déjà vu had been creeping into my mind as we drove along the 
coast, stopping every so often to deliver another Baining or two to their desired 
destination.  I certainly had never driven the Baining anywhere in the past, nor had I ever 
been a bus driver.  What was familiar about this experience?  After we were down to 
about the last half dozen or so passengers, it came to me: I was reliving a “Baining 
service provider” experience. 
 
The earlier experience behind my sense of déjà vu was, at least superficially, pretty 
different: I was providing protein, not transportation, to the Puktas community.  The 
protein came from hunting, and the hunting – well, that’s a story in itself.  And the story 
played like a tape recording in my mind as I drove the truck along. 
 
Hunting wasn’t something I knew much about before going to New Britain.  I think I 
might have had a cap gun at some point in my childhood, but that was about the extent of 
my experience with weapons. But my graduate school thesis advisor was pretty insistent 
that I take along a shotgun.  Not for protection, but for food.  He pointed out that bringing 
protein with you, for an extended stay in the field, is often very difficult.  But adding a 
pigeon or, if you get really lucky, a cassowary or a wild pig, to your diet every so often 
will do wonders for your nutrition and your mood.  He was like a doctor, prescribing a 
12-gauge shotgun and several boxes of cartridges, to be taken weekly (out into the bush). 
 
My first real attempt at hunting came one Sunday, in July of 1969.  I had asked Kanga, a 
charming, bright, strong man who smiled a lot, whether he would go hunting with me 
after church, and he seemed very happy at the idea.  I looked forward to heading into the 
bush with Kanga, not so much because I was looking forward to some meat for dinner, 
but rather because I hoped to learn more about the forest.  I was certain that Kanga would 
point out birds, trees, vines, insects and rivers, would tell me their Baining names and 
would explain how, if at all, they were useful to the Baining.  We had only been in Puktas 
for about a month at this time, and though I had wandered a bit on my own outside the 
various hamlets that formed Puktas, I had always stayed on walking paths.  With Kanga 
alongside, I knew that we could leave the paths and wander into the bush, following any 
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likely game that we saw or heard.  The Baining seemed to have an uncanny sense of 
direction (Ignace excepted), and no matter how lost and disoriented I might be, I knew 
that Kanga would have no trouble finding the way back to the village. 
 
So right after church let out, Kanga and I walked back to my hut, where I stuffed a bunch 
of cartridges into my pocket and grabbed the shotgun. With the gun slung across my 
shoulder, Kanga and I set off up the hill behind the hamlet, planted with sweet potatoes, 
singapore taro and tapioca. At the crest of the hill the gardens stopped, the jungle began, 
and the terrain dropped off precipitously into a ravine, at the bottom of which flowed our 
hamlet’s water supply. Kanga sprinted ahead to the river while I teetered behind, shotgun 
in one hand and anything else – tree, vine, rock, dirt – in the other, to prevent myself 
from falling headlong into the gully.  I was breathing hard when I got to the river, having 
used up as much energy going downhill as I would have used going uphill, but Kanga, 
who had had a nice rest waiting for me, was ready to move on. The slope on the other 
side of the river was as steep up as the last one was down. 
 
Given its un-British topography, it has always been a mystery to me how New Britain 
came by its name.  Other than those places where smooth cone-shaped volcanoes 
punctuate it, the land looks something like the side of an accordion, ups and downs 
following one another in endless succession. The steep slopes are covered in mud, not 
stone, and the daily rain makes them almost as slippery as an ice slope. Walking from 
point A to point B is, in most cases, like running an obstacle course.  Even the short bit of 
relatively flat space between a down-slope and the next up-slope offers little relief, as that 
is where one typically finds a fast river to be crossed on a slippery log or waded across 
over sharp rocks. 
 
The Baining walk over their terrain like I walk on a city sidewalk.  The amazingly thick 
calluses on their feet mean that they aren’t cut by the sharp rocks, nor hurt by the biting 
ants.  Their feet hold to the slippery mud slopes and wet mossy logs like crampons on ice. 
They walk through waist-deep rivers in flood with nary a stumble, as if they were holding 
onto an invisible fixed rope.  I did sometimes wonder what would happen were a Baining 
dropped onto a sidewalk in Manhattan: Would he run into parking meters, trip over 
hairline cracks in the cement, collide with other pedestrians and fall off the curb?  
Probably not, but at least I could fantasize that helpless-Kanga-in-the-city scenario.  It 
made me feel better about the clumsy incompetence I displayed in trying to walk through 
the Baining bush. 
 
Thinking back to that trek with Kanga, I find it amusing to remember how my emotions 
vacillated with the terrain. Downslopes drained my energy through fear of falling and 
muscles held tense to brace my unsteady body.  There was such a relief at the bottom of a 
hill: How good it would be to go uphill for a while.  Yet 100 yards into an ascent and the 
pain seemed endless.  Here, my energy was drained by the heat, humidity and the sheer 
effort required to climb.  I would be so glad to see the top of the hill through the trees; at 
least going downhill would be easy.  In five minutes of going in one direction on a hill I 
would completely forget the struggle and pain involved in going the other way.  The 
desire for physical relief would simply erase my memory. 
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Though Kanga would wait for me to catch up, he kept a wicked pace.  (I wonder if he 
also had the advantage of not having to carry a shotgun?)  My face dripped with sweat, 
my feet were cut in several places from thorns and sharp rocks. 
 
You might well wonder what kind of shoes I was wearing that would allow my feet to be 
so easily injured.  The answer: none.  We had brought along several kinds of shoes, 
following lots of proffered opinions about what works best.  Trade store rubber jungle 
boots seemed to be the footwear of choice for Westerners planning to walk in these parts.  
But we found that all of the shoes we brought had serious defects. Either they were 
dangerously slippery on wet and slimy surfaces, or they turned into dead weights, coated 
with layer upon layer of mud, when walking along sodden tracks.  So we concluded that 
the human foot was our best bet – after all, it was what the Baining found to work.  We 
didn’t have the protective calluses that come from decades of barefoot bush walking, but 
we figured we could harden our tender soles soon enough.  And, mostly, that worked. 
 
Kanga led on, and we went up and down a few more hills.  All of sudden Kanga stopped 
short and whispered to me “balus” (pigeon), as he pointed with his chin up the hill.  For a 
minute or two I couldn’t hear anything, because my gasping lungs and the thumping 
pulse in my eardrums drowned out all else. But after my heart and lungs slowed down a 
bit I began to hear the distant cooing that Kanga had noticed.  He continued slowly up the 
hill, not making a sound.  I followed, snapping branches, bumping trees, and generally 
making my presence obvious to all the wild life in the vicinity. But this pigeon didn’t 
seem to mind, for a few hundred feet later Kanga stopped and pointed up into the forest 
canopy.  I looked up, but I doubt I would have seen an ostrich perched on the closest 
limb.  It is quite uncanny, but I found that under heavy exertion, while sweating 
profusely, my glasses stayed clear - until I stopped and got a chance to rest.  At that point 
the lenses immediately steamed over and totally obscured my vision. I wiped my glasses 
off on my shorts, only succeeding in streaking the lenses with dirt and sweat, put them 
back on, only to have them steam up again a few seconds later.  I tried seeing the bird 
with my glasses off, but I would have been lucky to spot it with binoculars. 
 
Kanga could pick out a small green bird in a sea of green leaves from 500 feet.  This was 
not one of my skills. So Kanga motioned me closer. I took a step, landing on a branch, 
which broke with a loud crack.  This was immediately followed by the distinctive beat of 
a pigeon’s wings flapping. 
 
Kanga didn’t give up, and he followed the bird’s flight to a nearby tree.  After a few more 
minutes we had approached close enough for Kanga, pointing so hard that I though his 
finger would pop off of his hand, to get me to see the pigeon.  I reached into my pocket, 
fumbled and pulled out a buckshot cartridge (as if I would ever get close enough to a pig 
to shoot it), and then fumbled some more until I pulled out a birdshot cartridge.  I loaded 
the gun, as quietly as I could, raised the gun to my shoulder, and got a line of sight on the 
bird.  I still don’t understand, with the natural rise and fall of the chest while breathing, 
and the slight swaying back and forth to keep balance while standing, how anybody can 
take proper aim while hunting.  I found the gun sight continually drifting away from the 
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bird each time I thought that I had a bead on him.  After half a minute or so the bird 
hopped to another branch on the same tree, so I began all over again to get him into my 
sights. 
 
I think the bird knew that I was there and that I had a gun pointed at him.  I suspect he 
knew that he was in no danger and was just sitting relatively still to torment me.  In any 
case, on one of my slow sways I pulled the trigger and the forest exploded.  An 
intolerable noise was followed by a ringing silence, broken only, a few seconds later, by 
the lazy beats of the pigeon’s wings, moving himself to a more comfortable perch, and 
the twinkling of leaves and twigs, detached from their branches by the birdshot, twirling 
slowly to the ground. 
 
Kanga, bless him, was not deterred.  As long as I had cartridges left in my pocket, he 
would find something for me to use them on.  We continued uphill and downhill for 
several hours, stopping only to use up a few cartridges missing a hornbill and two more 
pigeons.  I had no idea where we were, but in what turned out to be a spot relatively close 
to the hamlet, Kanga and I stopped at the screech of a cockatoo. The sulphur crested 
cockatoo is one bird that presents few visibility problems. Its beautiful white feathers 
stand out against the green of the forest, and this cockatoo was perched nearly directly 
overhead when we heard his cry.  I quickly loaded the shotgun, pointed it straight up and 
fired, and a few moments later the body of the bird plummeted to the ground a short 
distance off.  Kanga was ecstatic and raced through the bush to recover it.  I rubbed my 
sore shoulder and smiled. 
 
After this “success” I was ready to declare it a day and return to the hamlet, but I was a 
little upset that Kanga would return to his home empty-handed.  But fortune smiled on us 
that day.  As we neared the hamlet a fruit bat flapped overhead and came to rest on a 
breadfruit tree.   
 
These “flying foxes,” as they are called, have a body the size of a cat and a wingspan of a 
yard or more.  Though they are bats, they don’t dart around in the dark like the bats I was 
familiar with.  They fly slowly, usually in a straight line, until they come to a tree with 
fruit they can feed on.  There they hang upside down, often in clear view from the 
ground.  Unlike birds, they don’t fly away at a slight sound.  This makes hunting them 
with a shotgun a simple matter.  You walk as close as you can get to them, take plenty of 
time aiming, and fire.  The only problem is that even a dead flying fox sometimes stays 
attached, by its claws, to the branch where it is hanging.  But I thought we had a good 
chance of shooting this flying fox, which the Baining considered a terrific addition to the 
evening meal.  Some days later, Gail and I had a spit-roasted flying fox for dinner.  That 
was enough to get us to declare flying foxes taboo by our religion, which is the 
anthropologist’s handy method for explaining any habits or preferences that would 
otherwise seem bizarre to the villagers. 
 
Since the Baining knew what flying fox meat tasted like, and liked it, they must have had 
some way of hunting them.  Having neither guns, nor bows and arrows, nor bird traps, it 
seemed a bit of a mystery to me how they got hold of birds or flying foxes.  I was told a 
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number of hard-to-believe stories about traditional hunting practices, but there was one 
quite credible method described for hunting flying foxes.  These bats would come day 
after day to a fruiting tree, until the fruit was exhausted.  When a Baining found a tree 
with some bats feeding on it, he would begin to chop the tree down.  This is a long 
process (even with the metal axes which have displaced the stone axes of the past), and 
the noise from the chopping would eventually drive the bats away.  But the hunter would 
continue to chop until the tree was within a crack of falling.  Then he would go home and 
wait.  The next day the bats would be back to continue their feasting, and the Baining 
would return as well.  Now, one good swing would bring the tree down, and a slow-to-
react bat might get caught in the mesh of falling vines, leaves and limbs.  The hunter 
would race to the fallen bat and cudgel it to death. 
 

 
The shoot-boy with a flying fox (1969) 

 
No doubt the shotgun represents a technological advance, for the Baining, in bat-hunting 
technique.  And, sure enough, the bat feasting in the breadfruit tree at dusk on that July 
day was easily brought down, giving Kanga his share of the spoils from our excursion. 
 
I must have looked like hell when we got back to the hamlet.  Every muscle in my body 
was exhausted. I was scratched on arms and legs and dirty from numerous falls.  But, 
from some crazy viewpoint, I was happy – happy to be carrying in a dead white parrot.  
(Obviously this was an era when environmental awareness and animal rights had yet to 
make their mark felt.)  This evening we would eat cockatoo meat, which tastes like a 
cross between shoemaker’s leather and fiberboard.  The bird’s only nutritional virtue is 
that it is scrawny, so there isn’t too much of it to tire your jaws out as you try to rip it into 
pieces small enough to swallow. 
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Though I didn’t realize it at the time, that afternoon I had established a pattern that was a 
complete inversion of the roles anthropologists normally experienced: I had become the 
village shoot-boy.  Over the next weeks, when bats were feeding in trees near our hamlet, 
various people would come by and ask me to shoot a bat for them. I would respond in my 
typical forthright manner, “I orait, mi siutim blakbokis bilong yu” [Sure, I’ll shoot a bat 
for you]. They usually had a particular flying fox in mind, and would lead me on a short 
trek through the bush to find it.  I reasoned that this service I provided to the villagers 
was reciprocation for what they provided me: information. The fact that nobody ever felt 
the need to actually give me any information was, I assumed, just a temporary technical 
difficulty. 
 
If an anthropologist moved in next door to me, to study my neighborhood, and I went 
over one day, rang his doorbell and said to him, “Go down to the Stop & Shop and buy 
me a chicken for my dinner,” how would he react?  Well, in Puktas I reacted to the 
equivalent situation as if somebody were doing me a favor.  Some day they’ll use me as a 
case study in status-lowering techniques for anthropologists. 
 
It was the experience of having been the village shoot-boy that triggered the déjà vu 
experience, 39 years later, while, as village driver-man, I bussed the Puktas men and 
women to their various destinations along the coast road.  Shoot-boy, driver-man – 
maybe things really hadn’t changed much in 39 years. At least, maybe I hadn’t changed 
all that much. 
 
In any event, there were maybe half a dozen passengers left when we arrived at the 
Vunapukpuk.  Ignace was right, the river rises in the afternoon – a lot.  There was a beat-
up truck stopped at the edge of the water, with a couple of men strolling around it. I was 
hoping to watch them take the plunge. If they could get across, then I was sure that we, 
with our relatively new vehicle (and with my having mastered switching into 4WD-Lo 
gear), would have no trouble getting across. But the truck in front of us didn’t move. 
Ignace jumped out and went to see what was up.  He came back a few moments later and 
said that they were having mechanical trouble.  So I asked Ignace, “But is it safe for us to 
drive across the river?”  He shrugged his shoulders, which didn’t give me a lot of 
confidence.  At that point an old man, who had climbed into the back seat in Puktas, and 
who had been sitting quietly next to Gail, piped up: “I go!”  That’s Pidgin English 
(pronounced “ee go”), not English, and it means “It’ll make it”. He reinforced this 
opinion by confidently nodding his head and repeatedly pointing his outstretched hand 
forward.  Well, if he says the truck will make it, who am I to disagree?  Ignace assured 
me that there was just enough space on the side of the road to slither around the stopped 
truck and to make our dive into the water. 
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Kids watching us drive across a river 

 
Rumbling along at maybe 2 miles-per-hour we squeezed around the other truck and 
headed down into the quickly flowing water.  I tried to keep my foot steady on the gas 
pedal, with my left foot ready to hit the clutch should the truck begin to stall. The truck 
waded deeper and deeper into the water, like a seaside bather walking into the surf, the 
water level rising with each foot forward.  All of sudden there was a strange whooshing 
noise, and the people in the truck started shouting that water was coming in. Without any 
particularly good reason for thinking this, I had assumed that the truck was waterproof up 
to the level of the windows, and even though we were pretty deep, the water was 
definitely not yet up to the level of the windows.  It was evident that whoever designed 
the chassis of this truck had decided that at some height above the road bed one didn’t 
need to worry about keeping the passenger compartment dry. But the engine still rumbled 
and I was not about to take my (now swimming) foot off of the gas pedal.  Miracle of 
miracles, the engine just kept on going, and the wheels kept turning.  A few seconds later 
the truck was moving up, rather than down, and I knew that we would make it across.  
When we finally reached dry land, I stopped so that we could open the doors to drain and 
bail the water out of the cabin.  Most of the water slowly drained out, no doubt through 
the same cracks and holes that it had used to flow in.  But the cab was not going to be 
really dry, since the floor mats and the lower parts of the seats had gotten soaked, 
absorbing water like a sponge.  For the rest of our stay in New Britain, the truck smelled 
like jungle rot. 
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Later that night, back in Kokopo, I contemplated, for the first time, what would have 
happened had the truck stalled out in the middle of the river.  No number of us on hand 
would have been able to push the heavy truck through deep water.  There were precious 
few other vehicles in the vicinity (certainly no tow trucks), and, like the truck we had just 
passed, most were in rather dismal condition and would not have been able to pull or 
push us out.  We certainly could have climbed out the windows and waded across to the 
other side.  Maybe we would then have walked for a few hours and, with luck, have 
gotten to a place where an occasional truck passed by, and have been able to hitch a ride 
into town.  So we probably would have gotten back to the lodge (though feeling and 
looking like hell), and we would then have had the pleasure of finding the rental car 
manager to give him the good news: “Your truck is in the middle of the Vunapukpuk 
River.  Does our insurance cover that, or does that only come with the extended 
coverage?”  I’m sure in the annals of Hertz or Avis there are stories worse than this, but I 
was awfully glad that I hadn’t had to face this one. 
 
Though we hadn’t lost the truck in the river, we had done a real number on it.  The inside 
stank to high heaven. The outside was incredibly filthy.  And a side panel behind one of 
the rear wheels had gotten crushed.  I don’t have any idea when that damage occurred, 
but I can’t say I was surprised.  Driving on those roads is like bumper car driving, but 
instead of banging into other cars, you are banging into the road itself, or the various 
objects on or at the side of the road. The next morning the phone rang in our room and I 
was told that the rental car manager wanted to speak to me.  I couldn’t imagine what that 
might be about!  I went out ready to take my medicine.  The manager was unbelievably 
nice.  “I’m afraid,” he said with a broad smile, “that I will have to take the truck to a 
garage to get an estimate for fixing the damage to the side panel.  But I will have the 
truck back by 10am so you can use it.”  And two hours later he came back to tell me that 
it would cost about $200 to do the body repair.  I couldn’t believe my good luck.  Where 
I live, the cost of car body repair is absurdly high, and $200 wouldn’t repair a hairline 
scratch.  If I had been the rental car manager, I would have demanded the keys back and 
terminated the rental agreement.  But he seemed to think it was just a little unfortunate 
accident, not worth making a big deal over.  Come to think of it, given the state of the 
roads, maybe this kind of damage is common, and returning a rental vehicle with no 
damage would be the exception rather than the rule. 
 
The rest of our drive back, the previous afternoon, had been pretty uneventful.  After 
everybody had jumped out, Ignace, too, said that he wanted to get out.  His own village 
was nearby, and he wanted to go there, rather than back to Vunadidir.  So the last two 
hours (with only one or two unbridged rivers), Gail and I were on our own to find the 
road back.  At that point it would have been hard to get lost, and I had a GPS device with 
me, so I knew that one way or another we would find the road home.  When night fell we 
were still on the road, but back to the mostly-paved part of the route.  We pulled into the 
Kokopo Village Resort exhausted.  I slept well that night, partly from the exhaustion, 
partly from the satistfaction of having made it back to Puktas, and, perhaps, partly from 
some strange contentment at having found my role as driver-man for the day. 
 
Jeremy Pool - April, 2008 


